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Control of Magnetization Dynamics in Ni81Fe19 Thin
Films Through the Use of Rare-Earth Dopants

William Bailey, Pavel Kabos, Frederick Mancoff, and Stephen Russek

Abstract—We show that the magnetization dynamics of soft fer-
romagnetic thin films can be tuned using rare-earth (RE) dopants.
Low concentrations (2 to 10%) of Tb in 50 nm Ni81Fe19 films are
found to increase the Gilbert magnetic damping parameter over
two orders of magnitude without great effect on easy axis coer-
civity or saturation magnetization. Comparison with Gd dopants
indicates that the orbital character of the Tb moment is important
for transferring magnetic energy to the lattice. Structural trans-
formations from the crystalline to the amorphous state, observed
over the first 2%–10% of RE doping, may play a contributing but
not sufficient role in damping in these films. The approach demon-
strated here shows promise for adjusting the dynamical response,
from underdamped to critically damped, in thin film materials for
magnetic devices

Index Terms—Magnetization dynamics, Ni–Fe alloys,
rare-earth.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE DYNAMICAL response of film magnetization to
short (picosecond) field pulses is an essential question for

magnetic thin-film device technology. In both read and write
elements of magnetic recording heads and in the switching ele-
ments of magnetic random access memory (M-RAM) devices,
ever-shorter time scales are becoming relevant for attaining
higher data rates ( Mbyte/s). The dynamical response
of typical films used in these devices, notably permalloy
Ni Fe , has been studied fairly intensively in the last

several years [1]–[4].
From a materials science and engineering point of view, how-

ever, little experimental work exists ontailoring the dynamical
response of thin 3d ferromagnet metal films (Fe, Ni, Co). This
contrasts with the situation for insulating ferromagnets such as
the garnets, which have been of interest for microwave appli-
cations for many years. It has been known for decades that as
little as 0.1% of rare-earth impurities can completely dominate
the microwave linewidth of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) [5].
Tb, in particular, is known to have the strongest effect of all
rare-earth impurities [6]. It is natural to examine the rare-earths
as starting points for a study on dynamics in 3d-ferromagnets.
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II. BACKGROUND

The basic formalism for magnetic dynamics is the
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation:

(1)

The first term describes the precession of the magnetization
about the effective field and the second term describes its dis-
sipation. The constant is the gyromagnetic ratio, is the
effective field on the sample with applied, demagnetization, and
anisotropy contributions, and is the saturation magnetiza-
tion. The dissipation, or magnetic damping, is described by the
dimensionless constant.

The magnetic damping manifests itself straightforwardly
in ultrafast measurements of magnetization dynamics. For thin
films under step-field pulses in the film plane, under the assump-
tion of single-particle Stoner-Wolfarth behavior, and for small
displacement angles and damping, the LLG equation reduces to

(2)

where
is the angle of in the film plane and
its equilibrium value, and
is the precessional frequency, typically 2–4 GHz in soft
ferromagnetic films such as NiFe [7].

The magnetic relaxation is thought to arise from several pos-
sible microscopic mechanisms. If is driven in the uniform
mode, in which all spins rotate with equal phase and angle across
the sample, this corresponds to the magnon with related
angular momentum and energy. In relaxation, both angular mo-
mentum and energy of this magnon must be transferred out of
the spin system and into the lattice (phonons). Ultimate cou-
pling of the magnetic moments, which are spin moments in
Ni Fe alloys, to the lattice is believed to be effected through
the spin-orbit coupling. However, higher-order processes can
mediate the coupling, and the relaxation may proceed first into
shorter-wavelength magnons. [5]

Experimentally, microscopic understanding is best developed
in the case of the ferrites. Indirect coupling is generally believed
to be responsible for damping in the case of disordered mate-
rials, either with volume pits or finite crystallite size. Direct cou-
pling is believed to be responsible for the damping for rare-earth
dopants in YIG. In this case, the angular momentum and energy
may be transferred directly to the local moment on the rare-earth
site. Recent work in this area has been performed by Dionne
and Finch [8]. A hallmark for the direct coupling mechanism is
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a peak in the damping (expressed as linewidth ) observed
around 80 K, with a dependence at higher temperatures.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The main purpose of the study is to examine the effects of
rare-earth doping on the magnetic dampingof permalloy
films. Concurrent effects of doping on the static magnetic
properties saturation magnetization , coercivity , and
anisotropy field have also been measured. Covariation
of microstructure, particularly the amorphization of poly-
crystalline Ni Fe films through the addition of rare-earth
dopants, has been monitored by X-ray diffraction.

A. Sample Preparation

All samples were prepared by DC magnetron sput-
tering in a magnetic field. Permalloy-rare earth alloys
Ni Fe RE were formed by cosputtering a NiFe

alloy target with an elemental rare earth (Tb or Gd) target,
located at diagonal points of a confocal cluster of four sputter
sources.

Three series of permalloy-rare earth alloys were prepared,
. Series AandSeries Bare Tb-doped, sputtered

at different Ar pressures, P Pa (9.0 mTorr) for series
A and P Pa (5.0 mTorr) for series B. The purpose
here is to explore a secondary microstructural dependence of

, and more importantly, to examine effects of doping
on optimized Ni Fe . Lowest sputtering pressure and highest
sputtering power have been found to produce the best soft mag-
netic properties in our chamber; P Pa (5.0 mTorr)
is the lowest pressure for which the plasma is sustainable. In
Series C, Gd was added at P Pa (5.0 mTorr). Compo-
sitions were determined from the relative flux rates of the two
sputtering sources, as determined from deposition rates mea-
sured at a crystal monitor.

B. Microstructural Characterization

Crystallinity for the three series of films was investigated
by X-ray diffraction using Cu radiation from a sealed
anode. Initial azimuthal alignment was controlled to 0.2,
and four-circle control allowed investigation of orientational
effects. High diffracted intensities were available through a
close anode-sample spacing (3 cm) and broad spherical slits
(2 mm) at the source and detector. Scans were focused around
the (111) peak of Ni Fe between 42–46 in , in the
symmetric scattering geometry.

A secondary indication of microstructure has been found
through four-point resistivity measurements. In this case, an
inline probe with 1 mm spacing was centered on the sample,
and the standard geometric correction factor was applied.

C. Magnetic Characterization

1) Statics: The static magnetic properties of the samples
were investigated using alternating gradient, induction-field
B-H looper, and SQUID magnetometry. Estimates of easy-axis
coercivity are taken from alternating-gradient magnetom-
etry (AGM) measurements; estimates of anisotropy fields in

the hard axis are taken from looper measurements, due to
greater ease in finding the exact hard-axis orientation off of
nominal. estimates agree well between AGM and looper
measurements. Room-temperature saturation magnetization

was measured as a function of composition using the
AGM. AGM samples were diced using a wafer saw to a
standard size (mm mm) to remove geometrical effects.

vs. temperature has been recorded for some samples from
series B using a SQUID magnetometer down to 10 K.

2) Dynamics: The dynamical response of the film magne-
tization to ultrafast step-pulses was investigated using a time-
domain microwave inductive technique. The technique is de-
scribed in detail in [7]; some general features are summarized
here.

The magnetic film, coated with photoresist, is placed on a
microwave coplanar waveguide which is connected in transmis-
sion between a step pulse generator and a sampling oscilloscope.
When a step current pulse was generated and passes by the film,
it produces a fringing field which rotates the film magnetiza-
tion orthogonal to the waveguide. Risetime for the field step is
150 ps, and the step duration is 10 ns. The field step is fairly
small, only kA/m (2 Oe) in magnitude.

The motion of produces an inductive voltage in the
waveguide which sums with the resistive voltage from the
transmitted current pulse. To remove the resistive contribution,
the transmitted waveform at a saturating colinear magnetic
field, for which no motion is expected, is subtracted. The net
signal is proportional to in the direction orthogonal
to the waveguide. Temperature-dependent measurements
were taken using a cryogenic probe station with microwave
feedthroughs and open-loop liquid He cooling.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are grouped in three sections. In
Section IV-A, we show the effects of Tb and Gd dopants on the
magnetic damping. Tb impurities are shown to have a strong ef-
fect on the damping whereas Gd impurities do not. The damping
contribution from Tb is strongly temperature dependent, de-
creasing with increasing temperature, and there is an apparent
matrix dependence on the strength of damping contributed per
Tb atom. In Section IV-B, concurrent effects on soft magnetic
properties , , and are examined through B-H looper
and AGM measurements. These vary among the series but are
generally not large at low concentrations. Finally, microstruc-
tural effects accompanying the addition of dopants are explored
in Section V.

A. Magnetic Dynamics

The effects of rare-earth dopants on magnetization dynamics
are shown first. Time-domain voltage waveforms of the induc-
tive measurement are shown in Fig. 1, for the first several points
of the Tb-doped Series A. Fits to the integrated LLG equation
(not (2)) and extractions of the damping constantare shown
alongside the data. It may be seen that the agreement between
experiment and the model is rather good, except in the case of
longer times for the undoped sample. In this case, there is some
apparent drift in the precessional frequency.
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Fig. 1. Inductive measurement of transverse magnetization dynamics, with
LLG fits, for increasing Tb doping of Series A. Measurements are taken at room
temperature.

Fig. 2. Magnetic damping parameter� for the three series in rare-earth doping.
Series A: Tb at 1.2 Pa (9.0 mTorr) Ar, Series B: Tb at 0.66 Pa (5.0 mTorr) Ar,
Series C: Gd at 0.66 Pa (5.0 mTorr) Ar. See text for details. Measurements are
taken at room temperature. Inset: expanded scale for Tb Series A.

A plot of the damping parameter vs. Tb-doping fraction
for the same series is shown in Fig. 2 (inset). It may be seen

that increases by a factor of 50 over the full doping series, and
by an order of magnitude with just 2% Tb added. The magnetic
dynamics proceed in this series from underdamped at 0%, to
critically damped at 2%, to overdamped at 4%.

Fitted values of for all three series of rare-earth doped sam-
ples are summarized in Fig. 2. A much larger response into
composition is observed for the Tb-doped series B compared
with the Tb-doped series A. It is evident, on the other hand,
that the Gd-doped series exhibits little systematic trend on the
damping even for concentrations out to 15%.for this series
remains low at .

There is a marked temperature dependence for the damping
contributed by Tb dopants. Fig. 3 shows extracted values

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of damping�(T ) found through cryogenic
inductive measurements. Note the opposing trends for the undoped and
Tb-doped samples.

Fig. 4. Saturation magnetization, normalized to the amount of NiFe in
the film, for the Tb-doped Series A and the Gd-doped Series C. as measured by
AGM.

of for cryogenic inductive measurements. While undoped
Ni Fe shows a small decrease induring cooling to 100 K,
the sample with 2% Tb (from Series B) increases in damping
quite strongly. is seen to rise from 0.1 at room temperature to
0.6 at 150 K. Some nonlinearity is present in the temperature
dependence, with apparent discontinuities at 230 K and 170 K.
Fits cease to be reliable for temperatures below 140 K, as
the dynamics become more and more strongly overdamped.
Permalloy, on the other hand, shows only decreasing damping
as a function of temperature, roughly linear to 100 K.

B. Static Magnetic Properties

Saturation magnetization as a function of doping is
shown in Fig. 4. The data are shown in two different ways.
The measured moments are normalized to the total amount
of Ni Fe deposited in the sample. Deposition rates for
Ni Fe and RE are assumed to sum in this case.

For the normalization to Ni Fe moments, a slight (5%) ini-
tial increase appears to be present for the Tb-doped case over the
first 2% of doping. The Gd-doped samples, on the other hand,
show a mostly monotonic and linear decrease, matched by the
Tb-doped samples for . The Tb curve takes a different
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of saturation magnetization for low Tb
doping (0, 2, and 4%).Inset: Contribution of Tb dopantsM as a function
of temperature, see text for details. A roughly exponential increase of
the Tb-related magnetization, opposing the NiFe magnetization, with
decreasing temperature is present. Note the similarity inT dependence with
that in Fig. 3.

Fig. 6. Hard-axis and easy-axis loops for the Tb-doped Series B. Vertical axes
are moment in arbitrary units; horizontal axes are magnetic field in multiples of
79.6 A/m (Oe). Note the change in field scale between the first and second row.

form from the thickness-normalized curve, which is flat at low
doping. For the Gd-doped series, total deposition time has been
held constant, so this correction has been applied during growth.

The temperature dependence of for the Tb-doped series
B is shown in Fig. 5, as measured by SQUID magnetometry.
Moments in this case are normalized to each sample’s value at
305 K, due to unresolved questions with calibration. Undoped
permalloy displays the expected approach to maximum value
at low temperature. The 2% and 4% Tb-doped samples, on the
other hand, display a maximum in with increasing tem-
perature; the temperature position of this maximum increases
with increasing Tb content. This decrease in is consistent
with the idea that RE moments align antiparallel with NiFe
moments. If the contribution of the Tb dopants to total magne-
tization is isolated by subtracting the temperature dependence
of Ni Fe only, an exponential increase with equal activation
energy for the 2% and 4% cases becomes evident.

Loop shapes for the Tb-doped Series B, as measured by B-H
looper magnetometry, are shown in Fig. 6. Easy- and hard-axis
loops are plotted together. In the undoped case, the magnetic

Fig. 7. Easy-axis coercivityH and hard-axis anisotropy fieldH for the three
rare-earth doped series A to C.Inset:H in kA/m for the Tb-doped Series B.

properties approximate ideal easy- and hard-axis loop shapes
fairly closely, with high coercive squareness along the easy-axis
and near-zero remanence along the hard-axis. These properties
are retained for the 2% and 4% Tb-doped samples. With in-
creasing doping to 10% Tb, the easy axis squareness remains
high, but coercivity increases to 0.8 kA/m (10 Oe.) The hard
axis properties retain linearity, but with increasing anisotropy
fields to 4.0 kA/m (50 Oe) by 10% Tb. Above 10% Tb, a
transition to perpendicular anisotropy may be inferred, as both
in-plane loops take hard-axis character.

The magnetic properties and for the three series
are summarized in Fig. 7. For the question of optimization of
damping with soft magnetic properties, the Tb-doped series B
samples are most relevant, as the starting properties are best and
effects on damping most pronounced in this case. We find that
from 0 to 4% addition of Tb, rises from 0.45 to 1.13 kA/m
(5.7 to 14.2 Oe), and rises from 80 to 246 A/m (1.0 to
3.1 Oe). From 10% Tb and beyond, anisotropy fields increase
rapidly (see inset), and the coercivity curve begins to turn over,
reaching a maximum of kA/m. Both of these features are
consistent with the formation of perpendicular anisotropy with
increasing Tb content.

It is interesting to note that the compositional dependence
of is quite similar for both the Tb-doped series A and the
Gd-doped series C. An initialdecreasein anisotropy field is
present, followed by a slight increase. Similarly, shows
an initial decrease for the Tb-doped series B from 0.62 kA/m
(7.8 Oe.) It is possible that a structural transformation over

is responsible for the magnetic properties in
this range. On the other hand, for the Gd doped sample is
substantially constant over the full range of doping, to 20%.

V. MICROSTRUCTURE

Film resistivities vs. impurity fraction are shown in Fig. 8.
As expected, there is an increasing trend in resistivity with
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Fig. 8. Measured film resistivities for the Tb-doped samples. Note the very
rapid rise in resistivity from0 < X < 10%, and the greater values measured
for Series A compared with Series B.

Fig. 9. XRD scans of the Ni Fe (111) peak for the three doping Series A–C.
Both Tb and Gd dopants produce a crystalline to amorphous transformation
which is complete at 10%. The lines are Lorentzian peak fits for the2� values
plotted.

increasing impurity content. However, several interesting
features are present.

First, the impurity resistivities contributed by RE dopants in
Ni Fe are substantially higher than may be expected for sub-
stitutional impurities in a metallic host. Roughly 10 cm/%
is added to Ni Fe with Gd and Tb dopants up to

%. Tabulated values in the Landölt-Bornstein tables gener-
ally do not exceed 6–7 cm/% [9]. Secondly, there is roughly
a 15 cm difference between values measured for the Tb se-
ries A and Tb series B. Series B values are generally lower, and
matched by those found in Series C.

The resistivity data are understandable through X-ray diffrac-
tion measurements. We find that the crystallinity of the NiFe
films is destroyed through the addition of Tb and Gd rare-earth
dopants. Fig. 9 shows (111)-peak intensity plots for the three
series A–C as Tb and Gd dopants are added to the lattice. A
progressive broadening of the peak width and reduction of the
peak height with increasing RE concentration may be observed.
For Tb dopants in Series A, there is a shift of the (111) to higher
d-spacing and lower angle with increasing concentration. This
straining is not present for series B or C.

Fig. 10. Grain size estimates for the three RE doping series, plotted as(1=d ).
The increasing trend in inverse grain size is an indication of amorphization in the
structure. Note that the least rapid amorphization proceeds in Tb-doped series
B, Gd-doped and Tb-doped series A being roughly equal. Compare with rates
of � increase in Fig. 2.

Using the width of the fitted Lorentzian peak, grain sizes
have been estimated in the film normal direction through the
Debye-Scherer formula. A correction has been applied to ac-
count for the finite width of the detector slits. Inverse grain size
as a function of RE content is shown in Fig. 10.

VI. DISCUSSION

The comparison between Gd and Tb dopants in NiFe
films provides some indication of the damping mechanism
which has been manipulated in these films. Gd dopants produce
no effect on damping, whereas Tb dopants increase the damping
strongly, as shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, both types of
dopants have the same effect of microstructural transformation;
that is, both amorphize the sample at roughly the same rate,
as indicated by the slope of inverse grain diameter vs.

in Fig. 10. We may conclude from this observation that
destruction of the crystal lattice alone is insufficient to produce
the observed large damping in thin-film NiFe .

Gd and Tb dopants provide an interesting comparison since
they differ principally in the nature of their local moment. Sim-
ilar to the case for all the rare earths, the magnetic properties
of these two elements, adjacent in the rare earth series, are con-
trolled by the tightly localized shell. Similar magnetic mo-
ments are observed for the rare earths whether present as ions in
compounds or in metals. For Gd, however, the whole of the mag-
netic moment is due to spin, where Tb has equal parts arising
from spin and orbital angular momentum [10].

The for Tb-doped and data for Tb
and Gd-doped Ni Fe (Figs. 4 and 5) are consistent with
the idea that RE moments align antiparallel to the NiFe
magnetization. We find that the excess magnetization with
Tb doping (inset, Fig. 5) is strongly temperature dependent,
falling off exponentially with increasing temperature as

.
A similar temperature dependence as that found for

is observed for for 2% Tb doping (see Fig. 3). The
falloff is more rapid than the dependence found for
relaxation due to RE dopants in YIG, being best approximated
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in this case by . If the Tb-dependent part of
(inset, Fig. 5) is identified with magnetization on Tb sites,
and their temperature-dependent magnetization identified with
a temperature-dependent antiferromagnetic coupling of Tb
moments to the Ni Fe spin system, the two results are
consistent with a direct damping mechanism to the lattice. Tb
moments, coupled to the lattice through their orbital moment,
may relax the magnetization more effectively at lower temper-
ature when the spins are more tightly bound to them. Gd spin
moments, on the other hand, are not coupled to the lattice, so
no damping is produced by them.

The microstructural dependence of damping in Tb-doped
samples is an open question. We observe that damping, while
roughly proportional to in this case, does not at all
show the same proportionality constant in Series A and B,
Series B increasing in roughly three to four times more
quickly. This is matched by a three to four times more rapid
rate of amorphization in Series B compared with Series A
(Fig. 10). It is possible that the increased crystallographic
disorder provides an additional indirect (two-magnon) path to
the lattice. However, no sum of and terms fits
the experimental dependence ofon for the two cases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a method to tune the magnetic
dynamic relaxation in soft device materials, while retaining
the important soft magnetic properties. To our knowledge,
prior efforts in this area do not exist. Comparison of Tb and
Gd dopants indicates that some orbital spin moment may be
necessary for increasing relaxation. We hope that these results

will stimulate further interest in engineering the magnetic
dynamics of thin-film magnetic device materials.
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